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July 23, 2014

Overall Status: Off Track

Status Code Legend
- On Track: Project is on development
- Warning: potential issues
- High Risk: At risk, with a high risk of going off track
- Off Track: Date will be missed if action not taken

Does the project meet the Health criteria?: NO
- It has a complete description about the project
- It has a friendly license: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
- A wiki for users: https://code.google.com/p/owaspantisamy/w/list
- A considerable list of solved issues (56 open from a total of 179)
- Relative Vendor neutrality (sponsor is mentioned)

Issues:
- Lacks a clear roadmap (date, new release version)
- No news
- Last activity dates from a year ago
Guide hasn’t been updated for more than 3 years

Does the project meet the quality criteria?: No

- Source code repository available: https://code.google.com/p/owaspantisamy/
- Source code is easy to clone

Master project builds successfully (Through Eclipse IDE)
High Priority issues date from 4 years ago:

- [https://code.google.com/p/owaspantisamy/issues/detail?id=73&sort=priority](https://code.google.com/p/owaspantisamy/issues/detail?id=73&sort=priority)
- Issues configuring some plugins (update issues)
- Multiple errors with dependencies on maven plugins (fails in TeamCity 8.1)
Project Abstract

This project is lacking activity. Code has not been maintained for more than a year and the project leaders do not seem active. It seems it was a very active project 2 years ago, but the inactivity is the most worrisome issue, and given the amount of open issues at the moment we cannot consider this an active project nor to have a LAB status.